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DUSTSHIELD LLC ACQUIRES THE APP PROS LLC
Acquisition Expands Services

Springfield, MO, January 26, 2015– DustShield LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of American Products LLC
and owner of Phoenix Kiosk, has acquired the assets of The App Pros LLC and plans to combine all three
companies to expand the service offerings of each brand. Jody Chaffin, CEO of The App Pros, and David
Rutter, CTO of The App Pros, will lead all operations of the combined companies.
“By joining forces with DustShield and Phoenix Kiosk, we immediately become a
national and international company with the ability to provide full solutions to a
wider array of industries. This is a big advantage for the customers of all three
companies.” Jody Chaffin, CEO of The App Pros
DustShield acquired Phoenix Kiosk in March 2013 to expand its products beyond custom industrial
computer enclosures to consumer facing kiosks. Now with the acquisition of The App Pros, customers
will be able to take advantage of a full solution by including custom software and integration with their
corporate systems. The App Pros will continue to develop mobile apps and provide software
development services to their existing customers, as well as those of DustShield and Phoenix Kiosk.
“American Products is focused on providing Innovative Solutions to its customers and
no one knows innovation like an entrepreneur. Jody and David, along with their team
at The App Pros, are true entrepreneurs. Under their leadership, customers of the
newly formed organization of Dustshield, Phoenix Kiosk and The App Pros, will
experience unique opportunities through the combined resources of our

manufacturing, integration, mechanical design and software development
resources.” Bill Hammitt, COO of American Products
DustShield™ solutions protect mission-critical hardware and prevent downtime. Since 1992, over 25,000
DustShield enclosures have been deployed to thousands of Fortune 500 customers in hundreds of
industries. Made in the USA means that when you work with DustShield, your satisfaction is guaranteed.
Phoenix Kiosk is a true end-to-end supplier of kiosk hardware and custom kiosk software, services and
support, and supplies. There are very few kiosk companies that can provide customers with a turn-key
kiosk solution.
Founded in June 2011, The App Pros is a software company specializing in mobile app development. It
develops apps for all devices (iPhone/iPad, Android/Tablets, Windows Phone), as well as, providing
enterprise-level custom software development and consulting services.
###
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Jody Chaffin at 417-736-3746 ext.
2101 or email at jchaffin@TheAppPros.com.
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